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A.S. representation of campus
questioned by Chancellor

Russ Lee

Chancellor Glenn Dumke spoke before about 30 students and representatives of campus organizations early Tuesday morning.
CSUC

CSUC Chancellor Glenn Dumke
yesterday questioned whether student body presidents represent students because of the traditionally
low voter turnouts on campuses.
"Do students take it (student
government) seriously" Dumke
asked during a question and answer
session with SJSU students.
The early morning session, attended by about 30 disabled
students, A.S. government representatives and other campus organization representatives, covered
problems between the administration and students.
As the 45-minute session went on,
many of the students began to react
negatively to Dumke’s replies. Questioners tried to press Dumke for
specific answers but the chancellor
referred those answers to his assistant.
Funds designated
Dumke said he was "greatly
disappointed" there has been little
concern by students about A.S.
government affairs.
He said several CSUC campuses

Dumke avoids conflict

usually experience a 7 per cent voter
turnout for A.S. elections.
In last spring’s A.S. election at
SJSU, 2,818 votes were cast. Enrollment at SJSU was 27,705.
In response to a question about
the autonomy of the A.S. budget
from administration influence,
Dumke said the bulk of student
funds usually are spent as designated by the student government.
"Students have a certain responsibility to spend in ways that are
appropriate to the university," he
said.
A.S. councilman Nathan Price
said students should control their
own budget. He pointed out that
SJSU President John Bunzel can
still control the A.S. budget.
But Dumke said it is the responsibility and duty. of the president to
veto any inappropriate budget decisions.
He said presidents rarely hold up
approval of student budgets. Dumke
noted there have only been two cases
where a president took such action.
One case was the 1974-75 A.S.
budget at SJSU. Bunzel refused to
sign the budget because it excluded
athletic grants-in-aid.

Students call visit ’token’
Reactions of students to yesterday’s visit by CSUC Chancellor Glen
Dumke was best summarized by
A.S. Attorney General Jonathan Fil
when he said is was "token at best."
Fil, who joined the session near
the end, said, "It seemed that as
soon as the heat came on he decided
to leave rather than face a confrontation."
A.S. President James Ferguson
said all the session did was emphasize the "paternalistic, authoritarian attitude of the chancellor.
"It accomplished nothing except
to point out the wide gap which
exists, because of a lack of cooperation, not from us but from those who
administrate this system."
"There is no question that student input will not change his mind."
A.S. Vice President Jeff Brown said.
He said it is obvious the attitude
of the chancellor’s office is that "students should be seen but not heard."
Councilman Nathan Price said he
found it interesting that Dumke only

wanted to speak in generalities.
Laurie Hogen, physical education
senior said the session was really
frustrating.
She said Dumke never addressed
the student concerns and his
generalities were meaningless.
A.S. Treasurer Maryanne Ryan
said she too was disappointed. "I felt
he was not responsive to the needs of
students."
"I could understand many of his
arguments but he made no attempt
to understand students."
He is just upholding the administration’s policies, according to
Bruce Smiley, physical education
senior.
The major complaint members of
A.S. government had was in regards
to Dumke’s interpretation of student
body fees. He said they are also
state fees because the university, a
state institution, collects and disperses them.
Ferguson said he failed to point

put that A.S. pays the university for
that service.
He said he saw the legal opinion
stating A.S. money is also state
money and it is "Mickey Mouse."
"I think it is going to come down
to a legal interpretation," he said.
Ferguson also said he wonders
why, if A.S. money is state money, a
non-state agency (A.S. government)
administers it.
Fil said, "The $10 we pay A.S.
should be spent for what A.S. thinks
is right. If we wanted it spent on
what the administration thinks is
tight, we would give them the
money."

Weather
Fair through Thanksgiving Day
with little temperature change.
Highs will be in the mid 60’s and lows
in the low 40’s. Fog in the mornings
with clearing by late morning or
early afternoon. Light winds and
moderate pollution counts.
SJSU Meteorology Department

Cue lost
A.S. took the case to court and
subsequently lost its suit. The court
decision confirmed Bunzel’s ability
to compel the A.S. to fund programs
as he sees fit.
Dumke pointed out a similar case
occurred on a campus in Southern
California. He said the president
was bound to carry out contracts for
intercollegiate activities and that
eliminating such funding would have
caused legal problems.
"The irresponsibility of the
student government cost hundreds
of thousands of dollars," he said. He
said the majority of costs resulted
from court suits.
David Kagan, statewide dean qf
students, said such university
control of student funds is for their
own protection.
He said "small groups of organized students can seriously affect maintenance of on-going programs.
"A.S. funding is an auxiliary
program," he added. Kagan said
funds are used to supplement
existing programs.
Classes dropped
Another issue brought up during
the session was the purpose of the
administrative "F" which is given

to students who withdraw from a
class without going through proper
procedures.
One student said the grade does
not reflect the performance of the
student. But Dumke said the administrative "F" is a system of punishment. lie said students sign a contract to enter a class and they must
fulfill their obligation.
The reason for the grade, according to Dumke, was students used to
sign up for classes with no intention
of enrolling in them. He said students requested the chancellor’s
office resolve the problem of students being forced out of classes.

"The university is not a past time," he said. "Students are coming here at a great expense to the
taxpayers," he added.
He said students are given adequate time to drop classes at the beginning of the semester. Students
must assume certain responsibilities and risks, he said,
referring to class enrollment.
Dumke said students should be
allowed to enter classes. He added
that a penalty must be imposed on
those students who do not fulfill their
obligation.
Dumke’s last appearance at
SJSU was in spring, 1971.

Pro-shah stand by
KSJS disc jockey
By Laurie Slothower
Anyone who argues that Ali Fargam, disc jockey of the controversial KSJS program of Persian
music, is pro-shah would get no
rebuttal on that point from Fargam.
Although veering away from outright support of the shah, Fargam
did say that "my country has gotten
better in the last 20 years. Everybody is doing a good job and that includes my king.
"The economy is getting better.
Education is free and the government makes sure you get a job afterwards."
Fargam himself is attending
SJSU on an Iranian government
scholarship and plans to return to
Iran after grad school and work
for the government.
He said he has worked as film
editor for Iran’s National Film
Center. His par.,nts also are government employes.
Program protest
Fargam’s Persian-language program has been protested by the
Iranian Students Association ( ISA)
and other campus groups. These
groups maintain that the shah of
Iran is a fascist ruler who is extending his dictatorship by seemingly neutral programs such aS
Farga m’s.
In addition, Fargam has been accused of not representing the Persian community and of being an
agent of the Iranian secret police.
After hearing protests the FM Operations Committee decided not to retain the program and offer the ISA

equal time.
The radio -television broadcasting senior steers clear of questions about politics, saying that he
doesn’t get involved in politics.
For example, on a question about
the torture of political prisoners in
Iran, he said, "I know nothing about
it." SAVAK was, he guessed, the
Iranian secret police and nothing
more.
Philosophies different
Fargam said he wasn’t even
familiar with the philosophies of the
ISA.
Fargam denied ISA charges that
the tapes arrive directly from the
media controlled regime of the shah.
Fargam said he chooses the
music from his personal selection of
30 records containing 70 songs. He
also borrows other records from
friends. The poetry selections come
from, among others, a poet named
Hafez.
"The songs are available in any
Persian store, and they’re what Persians listen to at home," he said.
Music selected
Fargam takes two hours to select
the music and two hours to broadcast or, as of three weeks ago,
tape the program.
Fargam began broadcasting two
semesters ago at the request of the
KSJS station manager, he said. He
receives two units of credit each
semester.
He has had no contact with the
Iranian consulate except in regards
to a series of cultural films" he
shown for his film class.

Sun’s rays to heat, cool proposed library
By Myke Feinman
Using the sun’s rays and a bunch
of rocks, the proposed SJSU library
could be heated and cooled saving
the university an average of $100,000
per year.
It will be one of the first public
buildings in the nation to have a
solar energy system built into its
outside walls.
A solar heating and natural cooling system for the five-story library
recently received a $600,000 allocation from the state Department of
Finance.
Pay back
Project architect John Pflueger
and other consultants working with
the Public Utilities Commission estimate that the state will gain back
many times over the 8600,000 in
energy costs during the life of the
building.
"In our most recent energy
studies we estimate that after the library is opened for five years, the
cost of the energy system will be
paid back through saving in energy
costs," Pflueger said.
"A million and a half dollars
could be saved in energy costs in 20
years because of the rising cost of
utilities," he continued.
"Designing this library posed an
interesting problem. Here is a case
where the design is almost completely dictated by the incorporation
of energy systems into the
building," Pflueger added.
Funds sought
In early 1977, the Department of
Finance and the Legislature will be
asked for funds to begin the working
drawings for the facility.
The proposed site for the construction is the area now occupied
by the plant maintenance building
and corporation yard, between the
Reserve Book Room and the Ethnic
Studies bungalows.
The estimated cost is $11 million.
The library should be completed by
1980.

San Jose has an excellent climate
for solar heating and natural
cooling, said Dr. Donald Aitken,
SJSU Environmental Studies professor and hired consultant to design
the energy systems.
"We were able to do the library
because of the dorm project,"
Aitken said referring to a project
aimed at using solar energy to heat
the water of dorm residents at SJSU.
Solar design
"In the summer, the cooling
system will save the most energy,"
Aitken said.
"I designed the south wall solar
heating system and the north wall
rock bed cooling system working
with the architect and the engineers
to integrate the energy systems into
the building," Aitken said.

"The hot air outside will be trying
to heat the building up in the summer. The buildup is so massive, that
it takes eight to 12 hours to heat up.
"By that time, the sun’s going
down, people will be going home and
the building will be warm, while the
outside air cools," Aitken continued.
"A pebble bed, which consists of
700 tons of tiny rocks in two large
bins in the basement of the building,
absorbs the heat and cool out of the
building," he said.
"It all comes back into the rock
storage and is redistributed as
needed," he said.
Night cooling
He added that at night the building just cools itself. The structure
absorbs the cool night ground level
air. The air is sent through the rock

storage and the hollow north wall
and absorbs the heat of the building.
By the next morning, the building
is cool as the sun begins to heat the
morning air. Then the summer cycle
repeats itself.
The building will still be connected to the university’s central
heating and cooling system to
provide a back-up system.
"In fact, the university heating
and cooling system is using the
same duct work. The natural
heating and cooling is just another
furnace.
"I am dedicated never louse that
back-up system. We designed the
rock storage for summer cooling. It
is dramatically oversized for winter
heating. I could have five days of

heat sitting on those rocks right now,
he said.
"My best guess is that after a
series of three days of 100 degree
weather during the day, and not
below 70 degrees at night, by the end
of the third day the building would
reach 85 degrees inside without the
back up. But generally on hot days,
the temperature plummets at
night," he said.
"In the winter, after the third day
of a storm, we’d need the back-up."
Passive system
The system is classified as
"passive" because there’s almost no
hardware involved, said Aitken.
"The active part of the system is
the pumping of air and collecting it
centrally and redistributing to get a

good climate control inside the
building," Aitken said.
The building is designed so that
the south wall is facing the sun and
the north wall is in the shade.
There are solar collectors on the
south wall angled like venetian
blinds, with gold reflective glass
behind.
The dark blue collector panels
may be 52 or 26 feet high. The
colored panels are experimental and
better than 90 per cent efficient,
according to Aitken.
Unlike most collectors, the library’s will be on the wall instead of
the roof so Aitken and Pflueger
wanted colors. The south wall will be
colored gold and blue if the design is
approved by the State Board of
Trustees.
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This sketch of the proposed library shows its current design status. The view
is the south wall blanketed with solar collectors in a
an blind fashion.

The sketch is close to the final design which will be released after official
approval by the CSUC Board of Trustees
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Opinion
Daily should concentrate on
keeping eye on itself,not A.S.

Letters
Students can
stop offenders
Editor:
In reply to Dudley Kuboi’s letter
( Nov. 18) regarding parking in the
Seventh Street garage.
We that are working in parking
enforcement for the Office of
Auxiliary Enterprises appreciate
your observation, concern and interest in using the parking garages
to park your car.
We appreciate mainly your observation of parking violations in the
garage and can understand your
frustration, anger and disappointment when you spot people
that have no consideration for
others in taking up two parking
spaces.
I feel, though, that if you had
looked further on the windshield of
that vehicle, you would also have
found a $5 ticket for a parking violation.
In addition to administrating the
parking program, Auxiliary Enterprises also enforces parking regulations in both garages on Seventh
and San Salvador streets and Ninth
and San Fernando streets
and all
14 parking lots on campus.
The campus is patrolled daily by
parking officers and University
Police. The parking officers patrol
both parking garages and cite violators for failing to pay the toll,
parking out of space markers and
parking overnight without a permit.
These same officers also assist in
observing violators of the law in
other areas of crime.
We are very dedicated to our jobs
and need more people like you to observe and report all incidents you
witness throughout the entire
campus. It would be a good idea to
ask your friends and classmates to
do the same.
The parking officers have played
an important role in enforcing parking regulation by citing and towing
vehicles that are in violation. The
parking officers have observed
crimes being committed and
assisted the University Police in
apprehending suspects in crimes
such as car vandalism.
The next time you observe a
crime or parking violation, call 2773511 and I can assure that something
will be done.
Jerry Warmsley
parking officer,
Office of Auxiliary Enterprises

Don’t condone
wrong bikers
Editor:
The photo in Wednesday’s Daily.
with the article about the parking
problems, shows a bicyclist beating
a long line of cars waiting to enter
the crowded Seventh Street garage.
And he’s riding on the wrong side of
the road.
Wrong-way riding is maybe the
most common infraction by cyclists.
It can result in bike-car crashes at
driveways and intersections where
motorists make right-hand turns
onto the roadway.
Quite reasonably, these motorists
look to the left for traffic as they
enter the street. And the wrong -way
cyclist approaching from the right,

who gets caught in the grill is at
fault.
And I know a man who was injured by a wrong-way cyclist in a
crosswalk. In that instance, the
pedestrian was watching the traffic
as it approached in the proper
direction
The cyclist who hit him from the
other side inflicted several broken
ribs. These guys are also irritating
to more legitimate cyclists, who
must sometimes dodge them at close
quarters.
Please don’t condone this
dangerous practice through the
photos of the Spartan Daily.
Marvin Laurence
Music Graduate

Idiot cyclists
very irritating
Editor:
Why, on the front page of the
Spartan Daily (Nov. 17), did you
print the picture of the bicyclist
going the wrong way on a bike path
on Seventh Street?
You have had several articles on
bicycle safety and yet you aren’t
even consistent.
I am a bicycle rider who is
irritated by the idiot bicyclist who
rides the wrong way, cuts across the
street mid-block to make a left-hand
turn and runs stop signs.
Hopefully, no one does these
things in their car, as bicycles and
cars are supposed to obey all traffic
laws.
It amazes me that there are not
more bicycle accidents. Good fortune, I guess.
Sheryl Bryant
Mathematics Department secretary
Editor’s note: It was not the
intention of the Spartan Daily to
advocate riding bicycles on the
wrong side of the street. The photo
concerned was used to illustrate an
article on parking and included a
long line of cars, which the story was
most concerned with.

harmed, you may say you were only
doing your job and that the member
should have taken measures against
identification.
But would you identify Jews to a
Hitler?
You have changed policy because
of the actions of some fearful ISA
members, yet your policy could
punish all.
I suggest the editor get together
with ISA leaders to discuss the
matter and come to some reasonable guidelines by which those
leaders can educate the ISA
membership so harassment of reporters and photographers will not
occur again.
There is much fear and paranoia
in the Iranian community and their
acts, by our standards, may not always be rational.
But should we condemn them to
"possible and quite probable"
horrors for it?
Jim Barrett
Journalism Senior

Inflated egos
plague Music
Editor:
What is wrong with people in the
music department?
Are they inhuman? Can’t they
talk to anybody? Is there some special psychological hangup that they
get, as soon as they walk into the
music building? I should hope not.
I’d say it’s attitude and ego, that
turn my friends and I off. They seem
to be so hung up with themselves,
that all they do is put themselves on
a pedestal and compete, compete,
compete.
I thought music was an art to be
shared and have fun with, with your
friends and musicians. Why do some
get so hungup with it, that it takes all
the fun out of it? It seems ignorance
abounds within that building on
Seventh Street.
Randy Moms
Liberal Studies Mjaor

t
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the meeting for my comment, as
was stated in the Daily. I was
available."
There also seems to have been
derogatory, insinuating remarks
made about Ferguson since he’s
been in office. Why?
On Sept. 9, the Daily ran an editorial stating that Ferguson should
forego a three-week interview
period and select Trish McGraw to
fill a vacant graduate seat, because
she was the most qualified. Since
when does the Daily dictate the
policies of the A.S. government.
When has it taken on that responsibility?

Marion Whittaker is a Spartan
Daily staff writer on the Arts and
Entertainment desk. She is also a
member of the A.S. Council.

If the readers only went according to what Daily prints about
the council, that would explain, in
part, why there is very little interest
and support of the organization
which controls much of their student
monies.
On Nov. 8, an article was written
regarding A.S. monies. The headline
read, "A.S. Executive pocketbook
near empty; money spent for
salaries, plants, cards."
The money spent on these items
total approximately $3,193.24 which
is hardly enough to dissolve the
council executive budget of $14,500,
as suggested in the headline.
Why hasn’t a Daily reporter
written about the time and efforts
put forth by council members to
better service the needs of students?
Even better, why doesn’t the
Spartan Daily check into the accuracy of news stories before they
stand behind them?
In a Nov. 16 column on this page,
it was stated that a council meeting
had been cancelled "because some
of the representatives of this student
board did not find the meeting important enough to attend."
Did the writer do what any good
reporter would do and confront the
absent members with the question of
why they could not make the
meeting? No, he took the easy route
and drew his own assumptions.
In confronting some of the absentee members, they all informed
me that no one from the Daily contacted them.
Kimberly McCartney said no one
contacted her about not showing up

for the meeting. "But," she said,
"that’s the Daily for you."
Helen Payandehjoo, another absent member, said no one from the
Daily approached her. She said she
had informed the vice president that
she had to be out of town.
Cheryl Brown was not approached by the Daily. I was also absent that day and no one from the
Daily asked why I couldn’t attend
that meeting.
In answering for myself, as well
as some of the others, I can truthfully say that this column presented a one-sided half truth to the
readers.
The writer also asked, if "the
Ferguson administration is so
honest and open, why did they cancel the appointment of Perry Litchfield to the Academic Fairness Committee after revealing the A.S. president’s spending habits to the
Spartan Daily?"
First, the "spending habits" are
of public record and could have been
easily obtained, had good reporters
done their homework.
Secondly, it is a rule of the
council that all late applicants not be
considered for positions. Litchfield’
application was late.
As a member of the ad hoc committee set up to screen applicants
for the A.S. vacancies, Litchfield set
a precedence that no late applications would be considered.
I assume that this is true, since
Litchfield made no denial when confronted with it by Ferguson at
the council meeting last week.
In the same article, the statement was made that "I suggest that
this shows how vindictive members
of the A.S. can be, not how honest
they are."
Where are his facts to back these
allegations?
As an A.S. councilwoman and
professional journalist, I feel that
more than just my interest is at
stake. It is my responsibility to
make a correction on the errors already printed and to try and prevent
these kind of recurrences.
Not only that, but, I feel just as
qualified as the Daily reporters concerned to speak on the subject.
If the news is to be presented
fairly and objectively, then it’s time
that both sides of the issues be presented accurately. Let the readers
decide for themselves the effectiveness of the Ferguson administration.
Don’t bias their opinions by giving
them one-sided half truths.
Before you raise questions about
one organization’s operations, you
should be of utmost assurance that
your own house is in order.

Compulsory education essential

Citizenship in children needed
By Thelma Fiester
Public education primarily
serves a public purpose by preparing students for responsible
citizenship. So says Dr. R. Freeman
Butts, SJSU’s visiting professor of
education.
Butts, professor emeritus from
Columbia University, spoke on "The
Case for American Public Schools:
A Bicentennial Perspective" at a
conference held at the Le Baron
Hotel Nov. 12.
This public purpose of education
is best served, I believe, by compulsory attendance which insures that
knowledge necessary for partici-
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Daily policy
needs change
Editor:
I hope you will reconsider your
policy statement (Nov. 17) regarding the Iranian Students Association (ISA).
You say you are aware of the
"possible and quite probable
threats" to members of the ISA.
Then you are aware that these
people may some day be imprisoned, tortured and perhaps
murdered when they return to Iran.
If there is any doubt about those
charges, I suggest one should investigate the charge’s validity.
Amnesty International is considered
by many a reliable source for such
information.
Even some of our government’s
leaders, which heavily supports the
shah with weapons. admit to his
bloody rule.
The Daily’s pique over having a
photographer harassed is understandable. The Daily’s over-reaction
is not.
If some member of the ISA is
identified to the shah’s agents with
the Daily’s help and consequently is

By Marion Whittaker
The latest attacks on A.S. President James Ferguson raises very
serious questions regarding the
Daily’s credibility and where they
draw the line between sensationalism and fact.
I agree 100 per cent that it is the
responsibility of the press to print
the news, whether good or bad. But
it is totally different issue when you
start printing outright inaccuracies.
What is even more horrendous is
to have an editorial patting the
reporter on the back for shoddy
reporting, as recently appeared in
the Daily.
It stated, "When an A.S. president spends money on things such as
plants, business cards, nameplates
and even a parking ticket, it will
generate more response and be of
more interest than a story about a
legislative program proposed by a
lobbyist for the CSUC Student President’s Association."
The Daily seems more interested
in supplying its readers with interest-attracting phrases rather
than an unbiased, accurate account
of the news.
Sensationalizing in journalism
was supposed to have ended when it
was discovered as a main cause of
World War I. Yet, I see a recurrence
of this in most Spartan Daily articles
regarding the A.S. Council and
Ferguson in particular.
If these reporters cannot report
the facts without misconstruing
them and/or taking quotes out of
context, then I strongly suggest that
they consider another professional
avenue. There are already too many
"brand X" reporters in the field.
In the last apparent assault, it
was reported that Ferguson selected
John Davis to fill an empty graduate
seat on council from a source other
than the recommendations by his
staff.
It’s true Davis was not one of the
four recommendations handed down
to Ferguson by A.S. personnel
board. He was chosen over one
student who had a time conflict and
another, Bill Clarkson, who had an
interest conflict. Davis was one of
the original six applying for the position.
The reporter also said that Davis
had a class during the hours that
council is in session and added that
Davis could not be reached for
comment.
Davis, in addressing this issue,
said, "I have no idea what conflict they are talking about. My schedule is free during the times that
council is in session and furthermore, no one ever approached me at

patory citizenship is made available
to everyone.
Those who condemn the public
education system, and especially
compulsory education, deny that a
citizen has a public duty to attend
school and that his education should
be voluntary, or, if he chooses, not at
all.
Thelma Fiester is a Spartan
Daily staff writer on the news desk.
They argue that private schools,
publicly fur ded, would permit
parents and students to choose
freely from a number of schools
better equipped to meet students’
needs and aims, and that "forced
attendance" violates individual
rights.
One thing they are forgetting is
that citizens do not pay taxes on a
voluntary basis and, if public duty
can be denied on one level it can be
denied on all.
The consequences of such reasoning could result in an empty
public till and no funds would be
available for any sort of public
funded education.
Another thing they are forgetting
is that discrimination works both
ways.
Private schools would not be required to accept all children and
competition for high achievement
records among private ’schools could
cause them to reject any child with
an achievement problem.
Also, a desire to cut down operating costs could cause private institutions to cut out the kind of special education additives that have
become a part of the public school
system. Remedial programs are
expensive as are counselors, tutors
and school psychologists.
The concept of public duty.
promotes benevolence; the lack of it
is selfishness.
Whatever their failings, public
schools are required to accept all

students, kindergarten through 12th
grade, and that is one of the best
arguments for preserving the public
school system.
However, one cannot deny that
public schools need to make a
greater effort to insure the right of
every child to not be stripped of his
human dignity by the educational
process.
For too many children, school is a
"fox and crow" affair. Remember
Aesop’s fable about the fox that
invited the crow to dinner and
served him thin soup on a flat plate?
The fox lapped up the soup while the
crow looked on. For a number of reasons, not all children can "eat from
the school’s common dish" and they,
like the crow, are forced to just look
on.
I believe it is the duty of
educators to prepare for every child
a learning situation that permits
him to achieve and to maintain his
sense of adequacy.
Understanding among men is at
the heart of civicism and this understanding must begin in men’s
hearts.
Public schools do serve a public
purpose and that purpose is clearly
defined by the American creed. The
state was created for man; not man
for the state. If schools are to
properly serve a public purpose they
must create curriculum for the
child; the child was not created for
the curriculum.

Write Us
The Spartan Daily encourages
your comments regarding
editorials, comments, news
stories or anything you might
have on your mind.
Letters may be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by mail.
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Home Ec frat
offers goods
at craft fair

Lobbying a great lob, politician says
The lobbyist field is a
great source of employment, Assemblywoman Leona Egeland, D-San
Jose, told a class on interest groups yesterday
morning.
"When you’re going out
looking for work, don’t
overlook it," Egeland said
about the possibility of
working as a lobbyist in
Sacramento.
A lobbyist is a person
who spends time trying to
influence a legislator on
upcoming bills.
Egeland, who will be
entering her second term
as an assemblywoman,

said that lobbyist groups existance, Egeland exrange from organizations plained how legislator,
like the Football Coaches going full-time gave the
Association to Standard lobbyist a new role.
Oil.
Before full-time
She said lobbying has
gone through a lot of legislators, the Assembly
changes in the last 10 to 15 and the Senate met for
years, with most of the three or four months a
change coming from the year. The individual
results of 1974’s Pro- assemblypersons and’
position 9.
senators did not have perContributions regulated
manent residences in
Proposition 9 regulated Sacramento, Egeland said.
the amount and type of con- Instead they would stay in
tributions state legislators hotels or rent an apartment
could take and limited for that small period of
lobbyist actions.
time.
Giving a short history of
Lobbyists would also do
came
into
lobbyists
how
the same. In some cases

Leona Egeland

they would be roommates
of the legislators, she said.
Lobbyist’s influence
Egeland said that with
Proposition 9 in effect
lobbyists have a harder
time influencing by gifts of
money or material objects.
She did add, though, that
the 610 a month limit !obbyists can spend on a
legislator can have a
valuable impact.
As to how lobbyists can
influence her, Egeland said
that she requires them to
arrange time during her
office hours to talk.
She said no one can
make her take a bribe, but

did say she had been offerred one very substantial
bribe. She did not say if she
accepted it or not.
Admitting that it is
impossible to read every
bill that goes by her,
Egeland said sometimes
she has to make her
decision based on
arguments of lobbyists on
both sides of the bill.
Honesty respected
Egeland said she
always gives any lobbyist
group one chance and if
they are honest with her,
their position will be
considered. But if they tell
a lie to her or try to

strongarm her, she will
lose all respect for that
group, she said.
"If they make me look
like a jackass in the
Assembly they certainly
won’t be all that endearing
to me," Egeland added.
She took a little time to
explain the different types
of lobbyists at the Capitol.
Some organizations,
like the California Teachers Association, have their
own attorneys to do
research on a bill, who in
return direct the lobbyist
as to what way they should
influence the legislator.

A crafts fair with
handmade Christmas ornaments, baked goods and
white elephants all for
under $5 will be presented
Wednesday and Thursday
Dec. 1 and 2 by the home
economics honor society,
Phi Upsilon Omicron
fraternity.
The fair will be held
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
Wednesday, and from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Thursday in
Home Economics Room
.100.
The money will go into
the fraternity’s treasury
for spring activities.

CAMERA ON

Prof. gets $10,000 grant
To determine the intensity of cosmic rays
(radiation) on high altitude
aircrafts a SJSU professor
of physics has been given a
$10,000 a year grant by
NASA.
Working with a number
of other schools and institutions, all under the
NASA grant, Dr. Allen
Tucker’s task is to "study
the neutrons’ contribution
to the radiation dose rate at
altitudes of 50,000 feet."
In doing so, Tucker
hopes to determine the
intensity of radiation exposure to crew and passengers of such high altitude
aircraft. Tucker cited as an
example aircrafts that fly
at 50,000 feet, such as the
supersonic transport.

rays. We’re trying to determine the level of intensity
of neutron and electron
activity at different
altitudes and latitudes,"
Tucker said.
He said he will have one
or two students working
with him on the project at
various times

In determining the
intensity of radiation at
different latitudes, Tucker
said, "We want to measure
variations of latitudes and
interpret its variation in
terms of energies of
primary cosmic radiation
in deep space."

Tucker noted tha
cosmic intensity is greater
at the poles than at the
equator because low
energy cosmic rays tend to
move in a spiral motion
around the force fields with
high energy (at equator)
moving directly towards
earth

Review of student rights
asked by senate leaders

The executive com- and called for a new SRAR,
following his alleged
mittee of the Academic to be written by students disruption of Bunzel’s
Senate has given tentative and faculty.
"Rescuing Equality"
approval to a review of
Baskett was a student speech last spring, Baskett
student rights and council member last year.
outlined other ways in
responsibilities following a
which she thought
Students censored
Showers received
weekend conference.
Baskett called for "aca- academic freedom has
According to Tucker,
A proposal to "look into demic freedom" for been limited for students.
there are two layers of
"Students should have
the matter of student rights students, citing "disenfrancosmic ray intensity, the
and responsibilities to chisement" of the the right to speak out on
primary and secondary
clarify and define these Economics Department controversial issues and in
rays.
rights," has been referred and the arrest of Mark controversial ways if there
It is the secondary layer
to the student committee of Owens during a speech by are not sufficient avenues
, hat Tucker is concerned
the academic senate.
President John Bunzel last open to them to effect
with, saying the "aircrafts
In addition, some year as examples of the change," she said.
at this altitude receive
"This is not their right
students, among them lack of academic freedom
showers of secondary
presently," she said, adbiology major Kim at SJSU.
cosmic rays containing
ding
they do not have the
to
Baskett, have suggested
"We have the right
neutrons and electrons
the possibility of forming say anything the censor power to effect change in
harmful to humans."
an ad hoc committee to will pass and, being at the the university.
rewrite the statement on bottom of the University
Rights confusing
We will be concerned
student rights and respon- hierarchy of power, we
"The statement on stuwith the relative biological
sibilities (SRAR) with an have the most censors and
dent rights and responeffectiveness of cosmic
eye to making the the most to lose when we
sibilities begins generously
statement more responsive ignore the censors," she
by stating within the first
to students.
three pages that ’students
said.
Spartan Dail:
The statement on stuBaskett’s speech was
have the rights of freedom
dent rights and respon- well received by the 30 of speech, assembly,
Serving the San Jcoe State
University Community
sibilities is a 21 -page docu- faculty members present.
petition and association’
Since 1934
ment that sets forth the When the conference
but by page 10 these rights
limits and goals of student convened the next day
Second class postage pard at San
are so amended as to be
Jose, Caldome ItAernber of Cali
activity at SJSU.
one of the six
was
SRAR
unrecognizable," she said.
forma Neaspaper Publishers AssoIt was revised in 1972 to topics chosen for a general
In reality, "a student,
ciation and the Associated Press
include a comprehensive workshop.
Published daily by 5811 Jose State
Mark Owens, can be disUniverstty, except Saturday and
statement by the board of
In addition, the senate
ciplined for exercising his
Sunday, dunng the college year The
trustees outlining codes of has listed as action items a
First Amendment right to
opinions expressed heron are not
conduct for students and statement that "students
necessarily those of the Associated
freedom of speech while
Students, the College Administration
disciplinary procedures for should serve in all
the District Attorney
or the Department of Journalism and
students who violate those.
capacities except where
refuses to try the case
Advertising Subscnpnons accepted
only on a remainder of semester
The action follows a prohibited by trustee
because he recognizes that
basis Full academic year $9 each
speech Baskett gave at the directives" and another
Mr. Owens has a strong
Serrester $4 50 Olt campus Once
conference Friday in which that deals with freedom of First Amendment case,"
Per copy 10 cents Phone 277 3181
by
Pnnted
3171
she criticized administra- speech and access to the
Advertising 777
she added.
Suburban NeescaPe Pubk-shons
She went on to criticize
tive regulation of what she media.
inc Cupertino
university disciplinary
What bothered Baskett
said were student affairs
procedures, saying in the
most, however, was what
she called the relative - Owens case it was heard by
"one person, and that
powerlessness of students
person served at the presivis a vis the administration
dent’s discretion."
and what she felt it was
In addition, open
doing to the academic
hearings can be denied by
environment.
f
the hearing officer and
Students lose
"In the Econ De- final punishment is deterKodak Processing
cnernistry
mined by the ad’
partment, when professors
ministration, she said.
were ’de -hired’ despite
THE KAMERA KORNER
"Perhaps it is time to
student support in the form
560 S Bascom Ave.
look
at policies which
petitions
and
of pleas,
San Jose, Calif.
emerged as a result of stufinally demonstrations,
students lost out as wet! as dent activity during the
late ’605 and see them for
faculty and ultimately, the
what they are, a means of
’marketplace of ideas.’
"The termination of containing or elimination a
very vocal group of conselected professors
changed the focus of the cerned students," she said
Baskett said yesterday.
educational opportunities
within the Econ Depart- however, she was
pessimistic about how
ment and thus inhibited
much an ad hoc committee,
many students from continuing their concentration or even the Academic
in economics at SJSU," she Senate, could do to re-write
the SRAR, in light of how
said.
Moving to the arrest and
much of it is based in CSUC
prosecution of Mark Owens
rules and directives.
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An assertiveness training workshop will be held
at 7 p.m., Dec. 9 and 10, and
10 a.m., Dec. 11 at the SJSU
Women’s Center, 177 S.
10th St. Advanced registration is necessary for the
free workshop.

Free
Spagh tti
Feed

Your place for Live Entertainment

"FLASH"
Friday

Sunday. . . Nov. 26-28

No Cover Charge

Join us every Monday Night
Football on our Lame Stri4,n TV

/8/
4f4
, oV)

2 Drinks for the Price of One

Sahiq agitz
Ca.

294-0275 ??
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10352 North Stelling, Cite, tino2554224

"A Different Israeli
View" will be David
Shaham’s topic at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, in the Jewish
Student Center. There will
be a potluck dinner at 6:30
p.m. at the Center, at 298S.
12th St.
Sigma Pi fraternity will
have a table in the S.U.
from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. Tuesday for anyone
interested in the organization.

The Christian Science
Organization will meet at
3:30 p.m. today in the
Student Chapel. Phone 287-

Phi

Sigma Nu Fraternity
will hold its 16th annual
Swing-a-Thon for toys campaign Nov. 28- Dec. 2 at 155
S. 11th St.
Sigma Nu members, in
conjunction with Chi
Omega Sorority, will swing
in pairs for 116 hours in an
effort to collect Christmas
toys for needy children in
Santa Clara County.
This week Sigma Nu
began construction of a

will have a crafts fair with
handmade crafts and
baked goods for sale. The
fair will be from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m., Wednesday, Dec. 1
and from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Thursday Dec. 2 in HE 100.

J1111.-1 Chrtshe Alan Bates

THE
GO-RETVICEN
Ken Russell s

WOMEN
IN LOVE

SJSU cheerleader and
stuntsman clinics and tryouts will be held at 7:45
p.m. Wednesday in the S.U.
Umunhum Room. A second
clinic will be held at 7:45
p.m. on December 8 in the
S.U. Umunhum Room
Phone 241-5533 or 258-1476
for further information.

By request’

THE
RULING CLASS
PLUS shorts

Three Futuristic

giant swing to be used in
the event. Community
members wishing to donate
toys will be able to call the
swingers on a special
"swing phone" (292-3605
and arrange to have the
toys picked up by members
of the fraternity.
Swing-a-Thon is held in
conjunction with the U.S.
Marine "Toys for Tots"
campaign. A Thursday
night dance at the Sigma
Nu house will culminate
the week’s activities.

Sigma Nu fraternity will
hold its 16th annual SwingA-Thon for Toys for Tots
from Sunday through
Thursday. Bring any old
toys to Sigma Nu, 155 S.
11th St., for distribution to
needy children.

TUNNEL
VISION
THE MAGIC
CHAISITAN
MAGICAL
MYSTERY TOUR

get "GASSED" at

SPARTAN
STATIONS
Best gas in town
At the cheapest prices
7th Et Phelan 10th Et Taylor
245 Keyes 4th Et Williams

GASOLINE
MOTOR OIL
LEVIS

Stadium site
break-in lists Sen. Smith
$100 damage to address
Vandals broke into a
A.S. today
concession stand at Spartan Stadium over the
weekend and damaged the
inside of the stand.
University Police estimated the damage at $100.
According to police
reports, someone smashed
a window on the west side
of the concession with a
blunt object to get in.
Larry James, administrative officer for the
University Police, suspects
the vandals were juveniles
who frequent the area.

Want you to see"

UNDERGROUND
HEARTS AND
MINDS

Upsilon Omicron

Swing-a-Thon set
for toy campaign

LEVIS

LEVIS

AN EARLY CHRISTMAS SALE
NOW

REG.

LEVI CORDS
LEVI BIG
BELLS

State Senator Jerry
Smith, D-12th district will
meet with A.S. Council in
an informal session at 3
p.m. today in the council
chambers, the third level of
the Student Union.
A.S. Vice President Jeff
Brown said there will be no
agenda to follow but that
council will just ask
questions of Smith.
The next meeting will be
Wednesday Dec I
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SAL E GOOD NOV 24 27th

Permanent Hair Removal Done
Scientifically & Professionally

Trivia

by

TRIVIA QUESTION
FOR TODAY: What
were the names of the
puppets used by ventriloquist Shari Lewis?
YESTERDAY’S
ANSWER: The puppeteer for "Kukla.
Fran, and 011ie was
Burr Tillstrom."

DOORS

De Anza Lounge

5946 for more information.

"Body Image for
Women" will meet at 3:30
today in the SJSU Women’s
Center, 177 S. 10th St.

Pk413

8 Imported Beers
Sun day Night
Gree k Night

Last night for
The San Jose Premiere
Of
The film the FBI didn’t

spartaguide

Aircraft, radiation studied

si. rim-saw

st

3445

Central Valley
Electrolysis
COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
Phone 287-4715
2066 Clarmar Way, San Jost,

30% OFF FIRST TREATMENT WITH THIS AD

Eg

24" x6’8" x1 3/8 H.C. Masonite. $3.95 ea.
28" x6’8" x 1 3/8 H.C. Masonite. $6.50 ea.

MOULDINGS

3,4’, 5’ x 314 x 3/4 quarter round. . $.05 in.

PARTICLE BOARDS
16" x49" x3/4

$1 .50 ea.

ALSO:
Picture frame mouldings
Cut-up plywood
444 lb

thain4wari,;

800W. San Carlos St.
San Jose 297-3677

HOURS:
Sun 12 to 5
Mon Thurs Fri 9 to 9
Tues Wed Sat 9 to 5
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Spartans vs Dons: NCAA quarterfinal preview
their second NCAA crown
-Neassimilmanammirmin.
in nine years.
The Hilltoppers, in what
has been billed as the rematch of the year, will be
out to revenge a 1-0 loss to
the Spartans earlier this
season.
Verbal attacks
Coach Negoesco has
verbally attacked the Spartans since the Dons’ win
over UCLA Friday saying
that SJSU was lucky to
beat them the first time
and that the Spartans have
had to work harder for
their victories this season.
On both counts Menendez tends to agree.
"I would say that they
have had an easier time
winning their games because they have played
more games than us, but
Steve Ryan during the Spartans’ 1-0 upset
they haven’t had enough USF all-American Andy Atuegbu (right)
of the Dons Oct. 2 in Kezar Stadium.
time between games to attempts to dribble around SJSU sweeper
train." Menendez said, endez added, "but in the players are natives of the toned down his scoring hab"and the results show. Our second half and the over- U.S., the remaining nine its to five goals in 1976.
guys are in better physical times they began to tire and 15 overall have been
Although moving to the
shape and that is the and they didn’t expect us to recruited from all parts of midfield, Atuegbu is still
we
beat
think
reason, I
the world.
feared by opponents. His
play as hard as we rlid."
them the first time."
rifle-like shot and treForeigners abundant
The Spartans, who have
The "endurance" of the juggled the post position on
become
Soccer has
mendous ability to run long
Dons was evident in the the Far West charts all more Americanized over distances with the ball in
first encounter of the two season with the Dons, will the past four years but the complete control makes
squads Oct. 2.
be out to prove that under- majority of good players him the most awesome Don
"They played us really dogs can win, after all they come from other countries of them all.
tight in the first half," Men- were underdogs last time where soccer has been the
Atuegbu does possess
*110111111=i*
they met the Dons in Kezar prime sport for many dec- one of the rare skills availades.
Stadium.
able for collegiate soccer
Andy Atuegbu, Alex players the scissor kick.
Recruiting talent
But there is much more Nwosu, Toni Igwe and
Deceptive passer
on the line than upsetting Misak Pirinjian are only
His ability to turn his
that
names
reof
the
and
some
oddsmakers
the
1111
body upside down in midair
there are two typify the Dons’ roster.
venge
Atuegbu, named most and kick the ball overhead
highly rated coaches in the
tends
to baffle defenders
West pitting their remark- valuable player in the
able collegiate records NCAA last season, used his who are looking the other
strength and speed to earn direction for the checkered
against one another.
Julie Menendez, posting him a co-team high of 14 sphere.
Teaming up with the 5a 187-90-27 collegiate goals last season. After
record, has tasted NCAA moving from the forward foot-7 Nigerian in the midpost -season competition line to the midfield he has field area are Tony Gray
nine of the past 12 years but
has never had the savor of
an NCAA crown.
The closest Menendez
has been to a bite of the
NCAA was in 1968 in Georgia. After beating USF in
the Western regionals the
booters finally fell a 4-3
overtime loss to the University of Maryland.
But for Negoesco it has
been a little different.
The 51 -year-old veteran
coach will be out for his
third NCAA crown in the
past 10 years. A mainstay
of USF’s 1949 California
State championship team
and the 1950 National Collegiate co-championship
squad, Negoesco has assembled a 185-26-18 overall
poster.
Negoesco’s situation
will be somewhat easier
and the compositition of his
SJSU goalie Sean Keohani
starting line-up shows why.
Two of the Dons’ starting 11
USF goalie Sal Diaz

By Jamie Rossi
USF has the ability to
blow any team off the field,
but the SJSU booters are
not just any team.
Spartan soccer coach
Julie Menendez made that
statement yesterday as his
squad prepares for Saturday’s West Coast showdown with the University of
San Francisco.
"They have some real
good players. They have
the touch and the ability to
do the right things in soccer," Menendez explained,
"but our guys are in better
physical condition and I
think we will beat them."
A shot at the NCAA
crown will be awarded to
the winner of the 1 p.m.
Ulrich Field encounter and
the Spartans would like
nothing more than to stop
the confident Dons’ bid for
back-to-back NCAA titles.
Steve Negoesco’s Dons
(16-2-3), reaching Saturday’s NCAA quarter-final
by edging UCLA 1-0 Friday
in the opening round of the
Far West regionals, posted
a 21-1-2 season ledger last
year enroute to a 4-0 whipping of Southern Illinois
University, Edwardsville
in the finals to capture
is
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and Bjorn Skagen.
Gray, a 165-pound sophomore from Liberia, has
been utilized by Negoesco
on the wings as well as the
midfield. Like his teammates he is quick and uses
that asset to hound the opposition.
Like Gray, Skagen a 5foot-7 junior from Norway
is also utilized at the wing.
Skagen, unlike his teammates is not fast but he is a
deceptive passer who
moves well off the ball.
Skagen is one of the smallest Dons on the field.
Three tall backs set the
scene for the Dons’ defense. Bjorn Dahl, Tom
Tronstad and Jan Erick
Skaug, all 6-foot-3, team up
for a wall that looks impregnable.
The Dons’ defense may
be in trouble if they were to
lose one or even two of their
towering backs and it looks
as if that will be the case
Saturday. Tronstad, who
has been plagued by injuries all season is not expected to start against the
Spartans and Dahl will definitely not participate.
The 190-pound sophomore from Bergen, Norway, suffered a broken leg
in the Dons’ 1-0 Age of
UCLA in the opening round
of the Far West regionals
Friday afternoon.
"(Steve) Swadley is as
big as they are and he is
certainly as physical,’’
Menendez explained. "We
do a lot of work on the
ground where they rely on
midair shots. With Gaspar
and Easy on the wings we
will rely on their ability to
get the ball by."
Strong shooters
The Dons’ strength lies
in a strong, always-shooting forward line. Mal
Roche, Alex Nwosu and
Roger Alphonso form the
USF firing squad.
Alphonso and Nwosu.
both freshmen, teamed up
with the three-year veteran
Roche for 152 shots and 34
goals during the regular
season.
The three of them, how-
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Coming off a resounding
50-0 victory over the
grapplers from Cal State

The ’PERFECT’
GREETING CARD
ONE MADE BY YOU!
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BLANK CARD STOCK
MATCHING ENVELOPES
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Hayward last Wednesday,
the Spartan wrestlers
turned in their second
straight impressive performance with a 29-14
drubbing of the Stanford
wrestling team Monday
night at Stanford’s Encina
Gym.
Outstanding performances were turned in by
junior Rusty Lockwood
(126 lbs.) and freshman
Guy Heath (heavyweight),
each of whom pinned his
opponent.
Other excellent performances were recorded
by junior West Burris in the
158-pound class and sophomore Duane Harris in the
190 -pound class. Each
scored one-sided decisions,
with Burris outpointing his
opponent 15-7, and Harris
racking up a 10-1 score

Other Spartan winners
were junior Marty Lockwood in the 118-pound
class, 134-pounder Rudy
Guevara, and freshman
Steve Mills in the 150-pound
category.
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EXCITING THINGS ARE HAPPENING
AT THE ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE.

ILLUSTRATION!
Draw and paint your way
mat the professional
picture Let our
professional instructors
,,how you how

A

To receive detai led information, fill out the blank spaces below.
tear out the complete ad and mail to the office of the Registrar
Name
Address
College attending
Number of semesters completed

ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE
625 Sutter Street. San Francisco, CA 94102 415,673-4200
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Grapplers roll over Hayward,
Lockwood, Heath lead charge
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teamed situation but if he
doesn’t the burden will lie
on two of his teammates,
Steve Swadley the shooter
and Joe Silveira the playmaker.
"Joe Silveira runs like a
race horse," Menendez
said, "he just goes and
goes."
As the big game nears it
is going to be that type of
endurance that writes the
final pages in the West. If
the Spartans can hold off
early burst of power by the
Dons and make them tire.
Julie Menendez will prove
what he has been saying ail
season, "USF is going to bt
the team to beat."

Haiti Remtuut Peutage4

C

-EnlightenmentA Unique Book Store

ever, will be up against the
Spartans’ no-goal defense.
Jerry Bevans, who made
two goal -line saves in the
Spartans’ first encounter
with the Dons, will team up
with goalie Sean Keohane
and perhaps two of the
strongest defenders
around, Derek Evans and
Rick St. Clair.
Stamina key
Easy Perez, who popped
in 22 shots during the
regular season will be
closely marked bithe Dons
as he has been in the Spartans’ past five outings.
Perez, because of his
ability to control the ball,
may get around a double-

Cr
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grzent 4rts
414 *Town &

admission entitling the
ticket-holder to a free 16x23
poster.

Country Village San Jose, Ca. 249-4277
Open 4 Nites & 7 Days

The Spartan grapplers’
next meet will be against
the Bears of the University
of California. The Spartans
will host the Bears at 7:30
p.m., Dec. 1 in the Spartan
Gym.
Tickets for the encounter are still available
at the Spartan ticket office
in the men’s gymnasium.
Tickets are $2 for adults
and $1 for students.

If your own independent appraisal is not at
least 40% higher than the price you paid,
your money will be promptly refunded
anytime within one full month of purchase.

The contest against the
boys from Berkeley will
also be Spartan Wrestling
Poster night, with each
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Will another jeweler
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this statement?

I
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Dick Geno
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10% Discount
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of diamonds and fine jewelry.

Holiday Hours
Monday -Friday 10AM - 9PM
Saturdays 10AM - 6PM
Sundays Noon- PM

12 South First
Suite 300
Bank of America Bldg
292-9100

That one of them can help you start your life insurance program without a medical exam,
and defer your premiums until you start working full-time!

COLLEGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

DIRECT DIAMOND IMPORTERS

Call for appointment: 255-2880
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Spikers to face tough ’digging’
at regional finals over holiday
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By Larry Goldstein
of the season."
The SJSU women’s
SJSU is scheduled to
volleyball team will not play Pepperdine in the first
have much time to savor its round of the AIAW
victory in the Northern regionals. If they win the
California Intercollegiate two -out -of -three match
Athletic Conference against the Waves then
(NCIAC) championship they will most likely face
tournament.
the Bruins.
During the ThanksThe Bruins, who have
giving weekend the spikers already beaten the Sparwill be in Davis for the tans twice this year, face
Amateur Intercollegiate Stanford in their opening
Athletics for Women match.
(AIAW) regional tour"We must win at least
nament.
two matches in order to get
If the Spartans can the fourth spot in the
finish in the third or fourth tourney," Ward said. The
spot at the regionals they third place team will get an
will probably find them- at-large berth to the finals
selves in Austin, Tex. for and probably the fourth
the AIAW championships, place team too."
Strong tourney
Dec. 8-11.
This will be a tough task
"There is about an 80
for the spikers as they are
per cent chance that the
seeded sixth in the eightfourth place team will get
team regional tourney
invited to the nationals,"
behind undefeated USC,
Brugler concurred.
UCLA, Pepperdine UniThe reason that a fourth
versity, Cal State Long
place team in regionals will
Beach and Cal State Northprobably receive an inridge.
vitation to nationals is due
The last two teams will
to the relative strength of
University,
be Stanford
the Bruins and Trojans.
which finished second to
"USC and UCLA are
the Spartans in the NCIAC
championships, and UC
Santa Barbara.
USC and UCLA are both
considered untouchable by
SJSU mentors Jane Ward
(center) look on. The Spartans will travel and Marti Brugler.
Jan Petersen (14) clinks the ball over out
to Davis for the regionals over Thanks Trojans favored
Staying within two goals
stretched arms of a UC Davis player as
"USC should win the
Sue Carmichael (1) and Marianne Sullivan
for most of the first three
national title and UCLA
quarters of play, SJSU’s
(the defending champions)
water polo team couldn’t
should finish second,"
hold back a hard charging
Brugler
assistant coach
University of Pacific crew
said at the outset of the
in the final stanza, losing to
season.
the Tigers, 15-8 in PCAA
"I don’t think there is
playoff competition over
any way we could hope to
the weekend.
By Ron L. Coverson
McKinley, who swam according to older brother beat either USC or UCLA
U.C. Santa Barbara was
SJSU’s men’s swim under United States Shone.
but if play real well we can
the eventual champion, as
team begins work out for Olympic coach George
John Ring, who was the beat Pepperdine," Ward
they defeated the favorite
the 1977 season Monday, Haynes at the Santa Clara sprint specialist on the said.
Long Beach State team in a
Azarfar
and coach Shone
Swim Club this past Spartan water polo team,
The Spartans faced the
wild finish, 8-7.
said that he has a host of summer, is a transfer from has a lifetime best of 47.0 in Waves earlier in the season
Additionally, the
first rate speedsters who UCLA.
the 100 yard freestyle, and at the UCLA Invitational
Spartans lost a consolation
will make this year’s team
in
the
50
of
22.1
Additionally, Azarfar another best
and lost 15-11 and 15-10.
contest the following day to
possibly the best team in will have the services of yard ’free.’
However in the second
the host Pepperdine
recent years.
also
will
Spartans
was
the
The
who
frittered
a swimmer
game the spikers
University, 13-7.
"We will be having a Iranian national record have Robert Moulthroup,
to
due
lead
7-0
away a
SJSU fell behind 4-2 in
meeting on Monday, and I holder in the 100 and 200 who was a high school All- some costly mistakes,
Ate opening period, as the
am encouraging any young meter butterfly.
American as a diver last according to Ward.
1/0P scoring tandum of
men who are interested to
He is Shahraam year.
"We actually played
Craig Swartz and Steve
come out to the practice Azarfar, coach Shone’s
Michell Huges, who very well against PepperSnyder accounted for the
following it," Azarfar said.
younger brother. was on the women’s team dine and I think we can
Tiger goals.
The swimmers will have Shahraam was also first in last year has also joined beat them now," she said.
In the third period the
as
hurry
in
a
to prepare
the 100 meter butterfly in the men divers, giving the "We have improved treSpartans fought back
they will have their first the 1972 Asian games, team added depth.
mendously since the outset
behind the defensive work
taste of meet competition
on Dec. 4 in a relay at
Hayward State University.
The Spartans are led by
Gary Krage, Jeff Pendelton, John Ring, and
Brien McKinley, the latter
who coach Azarfar conBy Dennis Howe
particular sport is drawing
The SCBA is composed National Collegiate
siders the best back stroker
The continuing move to support, according to of Cal State Fullerton, Cal Athletic Association
in the PCAA.
Director
sport-oriented conferences Spartan Athletic
State Long Beach, Cal (NCAA) district playoffs
instead of the traditional
State Los Angeles, Loyola beginning in 1977.
Bob Murphy.
The NCAA Executive
alignment of schools on a
"It’s a sign of the University, Pepperdine
year around basis has the
times," Murphy said, University, San Diego Committee approved the
SJSU baseball team under
"Travel and money con- State University and requests in its August
a new league banner for the
siderations are causing a University of California meeting.
The 1977 Spartan nine
1977 campaign.
lot of realignments and we Santa Barbara.
MIDDLE EAST
will play 36 of its 53 games
Major reasons for the
are already involved in
Grocery
of
California
University
with conference teams, six
change are economics and
conferences such as
Irvine will join the with each club.
RAWA MARKET
easier scheduling arrangethese."
1978
southern
schools
in
the
The league schedule will
ments but the move to align
The re-shuffling brings
286 - 2394
get an especially early
schools comparable in a
together members of the season.
the
two
Formation
of
,uumMEIEN former Pacific Coast
start as the second game of
Athletic Association associations were given the season will be with
(PCAA) and the West approval contingent on the league rivals Santa Clara,
Coast Athletic Association grant of automatic Feb. 11.
The 1977 schedule will
(WCAC) in a new seven- qualification for conference winners into the also feature the first anteam league.
Joining SJSU are former PCAA teams Fresno
State and University of
Pacific (UOP), and WCAC
members Santa Clara
1-hurs. - Slim Pickins
CAMERA
University, St. Mary’s

head and shoulders above
everybody else," Ward
explained. "But teams like
Pepperdine, Long Beach
and ourselves are as good
as anyone else in the
nation."
Ward feels that her
team has really come
together in recent weeks
and thinks this will help
them considerably at the
pressure -packed AIAW
regionals.
"I saw all the hard work
come together against
Stanford in NCIAC finals, I
never would have thought
we could beat them three
straight games," the coach
said.
The Spartans had put
themselves in a precarious
position with some poor
play earlier in the NCIAC
tourney.
Seeded No. 1 they were
beaten by Stanford 15-5 and
15-3 in the second round of
the tourney held at Spartan
Gym.
Ward said her team
"fell to bits" against
Stanford as the Spartans
could do nothing right.

After beating UC Davis
in a match that went three
games the Spartans moved
into the finals and their
opponent was once again
Stanford.
Spartans rebound
But in the championship
match the spikers turned it
all around with some great
hustle and spirited play to
knock off the Cardinals for
the NCIAC championship.
"We used everything
against Stanford - the
block, the dink, the pass
and our hitting was real
good too," Ward noted.
Ward thinks that the
biggest improvement that
her team has made since
the outset of the season has
been that they have learned to work together.
"We’ve learned not to

Swimmers begin workouts,
train for Hayward relays

:es below
Registrar

73-4200
im,===.11I

’Re -shuffling sign of the times’

Featuring

0EivEv1 riP

Fri. - Joe Sharino
Sat. - James Lee Reeves
Sun. - Gary Dunn
Mon. - Medlar & Mc Clintock
Tues. - Steve Kritzer
Wed. - Ball, Taylor & Hat schek
also drinks
0\,. and dinner

University, University of
Nevada -Reno and the
University of San Francisco.
The new conference will
be known as the Northern
California Baseball
Association (NCBA) and be
headed up by the Rev.
Robert Sunderland, cornmissionerof the WCAC.
A similar realignment
in Southern California will
bring together seven
schools to form the
Southern California Baseball Association (SCBA)
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1875 S. Bascom
(408)3716505
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DRIVE-IN
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GOOD TIMES ROLL

ALOHA BOBBY
& ROSE

104 S 1st. around the corner from Orange Julius

293.4560

BUGGED?
Try our

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!
A 15 pt. Tuneup-Checkup:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8. Check generator
9. Check ignition system
10. Check light system
11. Check battery
12. Check brake fluid
13. Check transmission fluid
14. Change oil (oil included)
15. Lube job
(All other parts extral

Check compression
Check and adjust plugs
Check and adjust points
Check and adjust timing
Check and adjust brakes
Check and adjust valves
Adjust carburetor

$29.95
1.1511iiiiii

294 1562
HOURS:
Mon. Fri. 730-400

SPARTAN MOBIL
IMPORTED CAR SERVICE
(In front of Casey’s Sandwich Shop)
11th and San Carlos, San .10,.

294-1562

BOOTS

F ROM -

$1.99
FILM
LOADER
F
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MAGAZINES
DELI FOODS

FANTASTIC
PLANET

59.95
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a 12 oz. six pk

thro Nov 1th
with thus couponl
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TRAYS

SODA SPECIAL!

$1.29
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Prices Start
at
$35.99

WOW
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CASE

THANKSGIVING
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STUDENTS $1 (X)

Home or the mini lunch
and mini-dinner

FRYE
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Want
Your Business!
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MINI BURRITO

Baseball team in new conference
nual Spartan Baseball
Classic.
The round-robin tournament will be held March
30-April 2 at Municipal
Stadium and will feature
seven West Coast clubs.
Stanford, San Diego
State, Arizona, USF, UOP
and Oregon will join the
Spars:I-is

iialam den nviN,-/z2

Mini Burrito of your choice, free with
any ala carte or dinner order. . .
(Only with this coupon)

Poloists lose twice
in PCAA playoffs Miniof Greg Henning and Al
Laveyen.
The two combined to
shut off the UOP attack
with superb man-to-man
pressure on Snyder and
Swartz. The Spartans
closed the gap to 10-8 by
quarters end.
However, the Tigers
exploded for five final
quarter goals, to which the
battle weary Spartan
poloists could find no answer.
During the hectic third
period in which the
Spartans trailed by two
gaols at 10-8, SJSU was
unable to capitalize on the
nine team fouls that the
Tigers sustained.
One more foul would
have given the Spartans a
penalty shot, but that 10th
penalty was never called.
"We just lost to a better
team overall," wing
Richard Van Horn said.

get down on each other.
Now when someone makes
an error someone else will
come over and tell them
that it is all right - forget
about it and concentrate on
the next point.
"We are a young team
but we are gaining experience," she added.

RUM
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ROM
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SAN JOSE
40 SOUTH FIRST

279-1681

JSHIIZ LAIR
CAMPBELL
374-7550

515 E CAMPBELL AVE

OPEN 7 DAYS
MON thru FRI
930 9
SAT 9 30 6
SUN 114
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CUPERTINO
996-1991 or 1992

10171 SARATOGA SUNNYVALE RD
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Choir’ in vicious satire
By Laurie Slothower
It’s Thursday afternoon
at the Saratoga Vitaphone
and things are not going as
planned for the High Wire
Radio Choir, that San Josebased group of crazies
specializing in vicious
satire.
For one, it’s a press conference and a dress
rehersal. But only one representative of the press
, showed up. Thirty plastic
glasses of Almaden wine
lay twinkling in the lobby.
The HWRC’s small entourage of friends and press
relations people stand
around. Cordiality
abounds.
Secondly, the lights and
props have all been done by
the HWRC, and there are
awkward moments in be1
tween acts.
A
24100)*Tth
Finally, there is this
David Pacheco
County U.D. inspector Don Bonebite (Larry Hansen)
Radio Choir, who performed before a sold -out audience at aura of nervousness preinvestigates one.woman epidemic LIlith Zwigoff (Doug the Saratoga Vitaphone Friday night.
ceeding the group’s first
Ferrari). The pair are part of the fivemember High Wire
live performance for the
following night.
HWRC member Doug
Ferrari, 19, struts athletically up and down the aisles.
Ile talks like each word
were a tennis smash. Ray
ilanna, a KSJO disc jockey
and member of the troupe,
By Randy Brown
laments, "I wish we had an
Contemporary Christaudience to bounce off of. 1
ian music, or gospel music
sent 30 invitations to the
as it is known by most, has
press."
always had a hard time
Are you mad?
getting enough publicity to
"No, just a little disspread out into the masses.
appointed."
Seeds of Life, a ChrisRob Sprenger SJSU
tian concert promoting
Theater Arts major seems
agency, sponsered an apless perturbed.
pearance of Andre Crouch
Sprenger joined the
Friday night at First Baptroupe in May after gradutist Church, San Jose.
ating from SJSU in Theater
Crouch, like most musiArt. He does miscellaneous
cians, has to work hard to
"odd" voices and joins Fereven get to where he is
rari in the falsetto women’s
today, but it is evident that
voices as well as doing the
the 1976 Grammy Award
lighting.
winner, ("Take Me Back,"
"Well, we wanted to get
best gospel album), has an
the Vitaphone to get out of
act which knows its purdowntown San Jose, where
pose and message.
we all live. We come here
He and the Disciples
Ken Youngqiiist
gave a moving perform- Andre Crouch sings in a spiritual concert show, called "Seeds of Life" featured old to see the films all the
time."
ance Friday night with a Friday at the First Baptist Church. The and contemporary gospel music.
"This is the first pergospel show, paced jiat
formance we’ve done that
right, giving everybody being a Christian or evening was before the en- not the case.
core was "It Won’t Be
The instruments were isn’t in front of a bunch of
there something they could Christ’s second coming.
Between songs he would Long," a slow, rhythmic perfect in underscoring the
enjoy.
Trying his best to keep a talk about the value of hav- number about looking for- singing without being the
humble attitude toward the ing Jesus Christ as a per- ward to leaving this short focus of the audience’s
performance, after the sonal friend and being a life and living eternally in attention.
Crouch did most of the
third song Crouch said to "son of God." He also Heaven with Jesus.
Even with the absence lead singing Friday night
the audience, "To keep talked, as well as sang,
Virtuoso drummer
things in order let’s give about the advantages of of the lead guitarist, who with his four backup vocalwas due to marry the next ists being given one solo a Louie Bellson and his 17Jesus a big hand. "Over a Heaven.
A couple of songs, which day, Crouch’s band piece throughout the man orchestra will perminute of applause folsounded like old Negro sounded smooth.
evening.
form at a "Big Band Explolowed Crouch’s words.
The whole show was sion" 8:30 p.m. Dec. 4 at
The songs were from a spirituals, were strong
With bass, drums, elecnew Crouch album, "This enough to have the audi- tric piano and synthesizer, even and dynamic. There the Flint Center, De Anna
Is Another Day." an album ence up on their feet and saxophone and trumpet seemed to be no rough College, Cupertino.
The Saturday evening
with a cover so attractive it clapping away as the tem- backing Crouch on piano, moments, at least not from
show will include works of
po would increase after one would expect some this viewers angle.
would be hard not to buy it.
overpowering of the vocals
Contentwise. every song each successive chorus.
Even if the physical Bellson, Don Menza, Duke
His final song of the by the band. But such was moeoments of the group Ellington and Herbie Hanhad something to do with
was not as spicy as other eock.
soul music groups, it was
Tickets, $4, $5 and $6,
evident that Andre Crouch are available at the Flint
and the Disciples has Center Box Office, 257-9555.
direction and has an ap- the San Jose Box Office.
Tht: consensus of the
The current survey also
were passed out approxipreciative audience that 246-1160, and all maim
nearly 200 questionnaires
mately three weeks ago to revealed students don’t like
should be larger.
outlets.
distributed by the Spartan
find out what kind of enter- watching television in the
Pub shows a preference to
tainment patrons wanted in pub and would prefer a
soft, live music, according
the pub.
jukebox instead of the preto pub manager Barbara
Prior to that, General sent radio music, Rodvold
Rodvold.
Wail, a jazz combo consist- said.
"Most of our patrons
ing of SJSU music majors,
are students, and most said
The dittoed questionhad played in the pub for
they wanted live music
two days but were asked naires were presented to
soft, but live," she said.
not to return because of patrons in the morning,
afternoon and evening to
The questioiinaires
complaints about the noise.
get a wide sample.
Whatever group plays in
the pub will have to be
volunteer because the pub
Cc.
has no money to pay a
.ACC, 9"s. b9
band.
cD9’
"We had groups volunx- vec
teer before but the word’s
Xs*Ye’
out that there’s no music,
so nobody’s volunteered
lately," Rodvold said.
tiZg’

Andre Crouch and Disciples

Seeds of Life spreads gospel

Bellson
at Flint

Soft music preferred
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Rodvold also observed
that people watching a
band seem to drink more
beer, and that General
Wail attracted patrons
during their second day.
From here any recommendations go to Harry
Wineroth, director of Spartan Shops, before any action can be taken.
Rodvold said she
planned to see Wineroth
"sometime after Thanksgiving."

NEED MONEY?
WAN 1 A JOB WITH FLEXIBLE HOURS?
"BE A BARTENDER"
Make a call to change your life.
Hours: 9am-10pm

988-2333
American Bartenders School
1 /65 Scott Blvd Suite 212, Santa Clara

Firesignb
now-defunctmaeon
tTheater,
hebi
combin gart
mdn
o rizpeaSusconsciousnessrjnroef
kns
sT
wmtrheroepeeuarakgotmei ss, beao f oe
humor ala the National
Lampoon.
"The Firesign Theater
are great friends of ours,"
says Ferrari. "We’ve had
Proctor and Bergman over
for poker lots of times." I n fact," David
Ossman (another member
of the Firesign Theater)
said, "we were carrying
the ball for them."
The quintet is currently
doing the news broadcasts
Monday through Friday at
2:25, 3:25, 7:25 p.m. and
8:25 a.m.
The Vitaphone, 3rd and
Big Basin Wy. in Saratoga,
specializes in old films,
sandwiching the HWRC act
in after the regular bill of
Orson Welle’s "Touch of
Evil."
The regular patrons
may be in for a shock.
The group’s satire is not
subtle. It’s sharp. It’s rude.
It’s humor, as the old logo
of Mad magazine used to
say, in a jugular vein. It’s a
parody of modern crimeproof apartment complexes where "no human
contact and no crime" are
guaranteed.
It’s the ICUP school of
security personnel who
say, "If snitching on people
and ruining their lives for
$600 a month is your bag,
join the ICUP!"
It’s acne-remedy pusher
Blackman Jack saying,
"Honey, I know it’s tough
to be a teenager
I been
one for thirty years!"
Meanwhile, the unattended wine is being consumed. The stage is set up
for the first play, an improvisational bit called
"Ghostwriters in Disguise." It doesn’t quite
come off. The rehashed bits
from their radio show dribble off and seem inconclusive.
The second play, "Radios on the Road," is more

..99

Little vegetable balls, made
with Barbonzo beans. vegetable and Spices served in
Arabic bread With lettuce.
tomatoem. parsley And
sesame seed sauce.

Chello Kabab...52.50
Beer and Wine
And enjoy the rest Dl our
delicious menu.

510 so. loin.
CM
CCO
CCo

Restaurant

Maybe even like the Doobie
Brothers, another local
group.
Or maybe they won’t.
Maybe they’ll remain in
the realm of Gropus
(who?) Cackus, or
Papadorunrun. Maybe
they’ll remain in the realm
of Local Band Makes So-So.
The performance at the
Vitaphone and the countless others like it in the
long road ahead, are what
they’re banking on.

COPIES
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110
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KINKO’S

123 S. 3rd St.

295-4336

soup co)

jeJ EWE ID

SOUPS/STEVJS
SALADDESSERTS
SOULS NURTURED
Mon. -Fri. 11 am -7 pm
Take out available
200 So. First St. 287 -SOUP

Can you cope
with the fear
of success?
Ate oti froghtenet1
the idea of coining
much ’none
man ’ not. I Richt%
I won I Ili: 111.11 ht. 111,1
1,11.111011.1c looking to:
k,
000% IIlion
ss,.tchite.
Ile I elt1
Oleic .lit DO ,11:11
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Roger Jaium.
General 1,11i.tit
275-0.128
505 5. 10th i St.
SanJoint’. 951 12

CollegeNtito

GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL!
Corner of Santa Clara and Fifth
FREE FRONT DOOR PARKING
VALUABLE COUPON
GUYS OR GALS’

JACKETS
Regular $22.00

NOW ONLY

FALAFEL

Learn a new, exciting career that pays well
and can be used while going to college.
Morning, afternoon, and evening classes available to fit your schedule.
Call Dave

like the HWRC in their
prime.
In it John Q. Gonzo, a
takeoff on Hunter Thompson, is cruising down to
L.A. The radio blasts commercials for Chuck’s Hole
in the Wall "For food you
won’t forget in a hurry!"
After the rehersal, Kim
Davis, one of their entourage, said, "It’s a little disappointing nobody showed.
But that’s typical."
"If they kept playing
places like the Vitaphone
I’m sure they’d have sell
out concerts. It’s just a
matter of time before they
make it big."
The HWRC, you see, is
on the threshhold of
making it big. Really big.

drunks. The Vitaphone will
bring in media freaks, like
us," Ferrari said.
"Besides, we want to
get the young ones into
satire before they sell out
completely to Olivia
Newton-John."
The HWRC’s recent 13-

00
OFFER GOOD
SATURDAY,
NOV. 27
SUNDAY, NOV.
28

WITH
THIS
COUPON
SJSU
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’Black Tooth’ delightful, fun
By Steve Chaves
Children’s theatre, if
performed with enthusiasm, can be entertaining
for adults as well as youngsters
And, delightfully so, as
was the case Saturday
afternoon at SJSU’s Studio
Theatre as "Black Tooth
Mountain" was presented
by The Galivanting Inspiration Group (GIG), a
SJSU childrens theatre
company.
Colorful costumes and
brisk scene changes added
to the performance, an original production from
Grimm’s fairy tale
"Rapunzel." The story includes Oriental, Kung-fu
type fighting the kids really
enjoyed. But humor was
there for everyone.
Outrageous is the word
as actors, dressed in eightfoot mole outfits, enter and

break the kids up, running
around the arena style
stage and, finally led by the
smallest mole, belt out a
fast blues number called
"Runt of the Litter," which
proved funny enough to
provoke laughter from
everyone.
The scenery basicly is
junk. A bicycle tire is used
as Rapunzel’s spinning
wheel and the remainder of
the props consists of boxes
and everyday items, used
over and over again as the
scenes changed.
Occasionally the
characters, such as the
ship’s captain, spoke too
fast or not clear enough to
be understood by the adults
in the audience, let alone
the kids.

Strands of different
colored plastic clumped
together are used as a wig
for the Princess Glorianna,
supplementing the color of
the play. The cast used no
makeup for the production.
The cast and crew of
GIG seemed involved with
the children, as they seated
them and showed recognition of them during the entire show, something
usually not done in theatre.
The Chamelon, the narrator of the play, tells the
audience background information on the characters
as the characters themselves acted out what was
being said in mime. ( A
very practical way indeed
of providing a backdrop of
everyone while keeping

with the show’s pace.)
Since most of the characters are changed into
something different as the
play progresses no costume changes are used.
Instead, all the cast wear
brown jumpers underneath
their original costume, to

Casual Campus Pacers
by
C.
RUST AND
CAM EL
LEATHER

’28 "

ASPB presents

Play set THE ROCKY HORROR
PICTURE SHOW
Turkey jaws centerpiece
Lecturer in arts Dave Middlebrook
(top) applies a tentative neck to a i2
lootreplica of a turkey astride the
"Jaws" shark, Steve Velasquez
(bottom) and Jean Sairiford (background), two students from his
Beginning Ceramics class look on. "We
wanted to do something on consumption, and ’Jaws
is a con

temporary symbol," Middlebrook said.
"Besides there’s a lot to be learned
when you don’t have to be uptight and
responsible for creating something to
take home." The class plans to use the
obiect as a centerpiece for a brunch at
12 : 30 today. After that, the Jaws -turkey
w01 be torn down and recycled, ioining
the Big Kiln in the Sky.

New College in movie
New College is planning
to make another recruitment film to introduce its
program to high school and
junior college students.
Jack Douglas, media
coordinator, said the movie
shown in the past (made in
1972) is now outdated.
He said dress styles
have changed considerably
from four years ago, noting
men’s hair is shorter and
skirt lengths have become
longer.
Douglas said the script,
supervised by Susan
Baker, is not yet completed. The film will discuss counseling procedures, class subjects and
program activities.

the program have been
taped and will be used in
the movie.
"The faculty will be

overseeing the project," he
added. "We’ll certainly be
in on it, following right
along."

fiOPY-RIGHT

7c

THESIS SPECIALIST
100% COTTON

a copy

SHARP, CLEAR, QUALITY
LAMINATING Er INSTANT BOOKBINDING
2939 PARK AVE., SANTA CLARA

"We’ll try to tell
students that it’s a small intimate place in lieu of it being a giant place that can
swallow you up," he said.
Douglas added the
feature film will be shot by
the program’s filmmaking
class, and will also be getting help from outside filmmakers.

Puls.) fEllS 1114 I, ,

Douglas said another
reason for making the film
is to expose the program to
the public because there
are not enough college programs like this being offered throughout the
nation.

...of the week, as well as the date,
the month
and, with just a flick of
the wrist (without pushing a button),
the time! The Pulsar Classic, in
stainless steel, $325. In 14 karat
yellow gold-filled, $425.

The film will be funded
by New College funds and
will cost several hundred
dollars.
"As of yet the actors
haven’t been selected," he
said.
Douglas said the acting
will be provided by students who are enrolled in
the program.
The Media coordinater
said student impressions of

"Plaza Suite" comes to the
San Jose Center for the
Performing Arts for four
performances on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday.
Tickets, $6 and $7, are
on sale at the San Jose Box
Office, Town and Country
Shopping center, and all
Bass Outlets.
Performances are 8
p.m. Friday and Saturday
and 2:30 and 7 p.m. on
Sunday.

Something Beautiful for Everyone., m

GRANAT BROS

JEWELERS SINCE 1905
EASTRiDGE MALL SAN JOSE
Capitol C xpressway Tully and Owenby Roads
g00000n
Open ey.erno5 Mon thrOogit F 00,1
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PIANO INSTRUCTION - THEORY
CLASSICAL
Lt HARMONY
TO JAZZ - 20 YEARS EXPER
PENCE, CALL 225-7013
BREAD AND ROSES BOOKSHOP
136 So. 1st St., 294-2930
New and used, Afro-American
Latino, Chicano, Native Amen can. Marxist, women’s labor,
children’s books Er much more.
Selected posters Et records.
Friendly personal service.
Browsers welcome. Ask about
our special events. Open 10 to 6.
Mon. through Sat.
AWAKEN Your fantasies while
conditioning your body. Eufrasia
School of Ballet offers special
ollege age classes for beginners
through advanced. Small classes
individual atteetion. Studios:
San Jose & Santa Clara
?41 1300.
KUNG FU is now available at the Institute of PsychoPhysical De
velopment (a non-profit educa
tional corporation) 325 S. First
St., 4th Floor, San Jose. Classes
are on MON thru THUR at 7 p.m.
arid SAT at 10 a.m.. spectators
welcome Full-time students (12
units or morel get a 15% discount. For more information drop
by or call 293E611.
Hire a
PHOTOGRAPHS
photographer at a small hourly
fee for weddings, dinners, etc
and keep the negatives. Also will
trade this service for others. Call
Ron 14151471- 7727
The Christian Science Organization
meets at 3:30 Wednesdays in the
SJSU Student Chapel. The
SJSU campus community is
welcome.
Give used camera for Christmas
or sell your used photographic
equipment for extra Christmas
cash. We have complete cameras
for under $40. call White Book at
227 5511
MEDICAL SCHOOL in Mexico accepting American students. Prac
me in the US, WHO approved, 4
vier course, loans available. for
December appointment in your
iris, Call 219 772 4492.
Kung-Fu at Garder Center, 520 W.
Virginia St., Start December 6,
M W nights, time 68 p.m , costs
54 for 8 whs. All are welcome
I or more informatioi,
295.4770. T Ott..

I"

Use one of Our convenient charge plans or
American Express BankAmencard Master Charge

automotive

A 10% DISCOUNT with this ad for
an Electronic DYNAMOMETER
tone up ;31 TUNE 41, the auto
motivelnkne up specialists, 1531
W San Carlos, 5.1 Your cost svill
tie 4 cyl 433. 6 cyl 435 10, 8 cyl
536 90 (most cars) Parts Er labor
’ticketed Guaranteed 6 months
lakes about 30 min Phone
2£16 3566 Discount good through
I )(member 1, 1976
55 Chevy Step Van, partially con
verted to camper, runs well, cast!
241 5721

entertainment

If

for sale
AUTOMAT

CASH for hooks and records
Phone 286 6275 Recycle Book
.,tore, 98 E San FirIlli111,10, SJ
Selection of used books Et
records Great,
SHREDDED FOAM Rubber, 50C

THE

$299

749

11:4,44 $299

et
400:1-as,

Easy handling’ minimum maioteriance regoirements 130 miles pet aallon’ reliability long
service e fully transistorized ignition system’ all these traditional Jawa features are inherent
also tn the Jawa Babetta Moped. It is an ideal vehicle for college commuting
Ift

2,1i, 1642

10% off:

with this ad or
student body card.

(Discount valid on any shoe in stock I

An outrageous spoof
of sexual liberation,
sci-fi horror, and rock.
Wednesday, Dec. 1
Morris Dailey

$1

te(
I CI
antetig
Si

7 Et 10

eACW

I

219 TOWN Et COUNTRY VILLAGE:247-/81/

classifieds
E:. announcements

Recruitment film dated

tacitiLate the quick
changes.
The production even
offered live music, as mentioned before, with Chuck
Meese (Dr. Sham) playing
guitar and Jan Chait
(Princess Glorianna ) on
organ.

lbs. Any Ouantity, 293,2954.
HANG GLIDER, Sun III, w/prone
harness Et helmet. Exc. cond..
$550 Wet suit, $10. Fins $5
272-1371
!"

help wanted

IMMEDIATE NEED: Sales leaders.
Sell tomorrow’s products today
Come to where the inoney us.
with Shaklee products. Call
356-9226 or 286-5386, ask for
ACTIVIST: Need a job for xmas?
Work with grass-roots citizen’s
organization for better transit,
quality education, consumer protection Salaried positions, full or
part erne. Call 293-2684, 9 to 2.
Santa Clara Valley Coalition.
Need 30 pg. Paper typed, can Pay
$10 Er trade, can do weaving,
adv art, posters, writing,
3561910.
telephone, salary and
Part time
comm near campus, no asp
necessary, days, eves, Of week
ends, Mr. Montan at 287-6795.
WE HAVE JOBS for 6 persons. Full
Of part time Set your own hours
FREE crash course training. Call
Mrs. Le Mann between 2 Et 5
p.m. Mon. thru Thursday.

h.

housing

DELIGHTFUL place to live. Ping
pong, volleyball, dishwasher,
radar oven. Extra clean, extra
quiet 234 S. 11th St 1 blk. from
campus $85 and up. 998-0033,
968-7410 level Mgrs wanted.
EXCELLENT Rooms Across Cam
pus, men, 99 S 9th St. Kitchen
env Shared $70 rno Private
$105 no. Phone 2799616. of no
answer call 268 1750. Girls 278 S.
10th St. Across Bus. Build.
Kitchen privil. Et parking from
475/shared mo & $115 private.
Call 279-9035. if no answer on the
above numbers call 268-1750.
DELIGHTFUL place to live. Ping
Pong, Volleyball, dishwasher.
radar oven. Extra clean, extra
quiet 234S. 11th St. 1 blk from
campus. $90 and up, 998-0803,
968 7410 level. Mgrs wanted.
Share Furn. Apt; with mother and
Wk.
daughter; own bedrms.
SJSU 293 2898 Street pkg.
Deluxe secure 2 bdrm apt. Pool,
w.w carpets, drapes, AC K
$185 mo. 287 9783 or 292-7942.
Neer SJSU. 2 Et 3 bdrms, 2 baths.
starting at $245. Furnished
Underground parking 470 So
Ilth St.. 287 7590.
A FAR-OUT bunch of people want
you in their complex, 1 bden, lg.
okly but goody, 10 min away
from sch, by bike $155
294 8545
The State House Apts. at 566 So
tith Sr.all 2 br. and 2 ba at
$205 with new furniture, carpets,
and drapes. Parking spaces
available See manager at Apt 1
or call 286 4967
Lg. HOUSE, For thee students,
495 Et $100 Extra Lg. Rooms
available, 2 bibs from SJSU
Share bath and ’etch Utilities in
lured No pets, call 998-2170 or
286 4095
Female Gradiusge Student needs
t pito dump/toil or house to
share as of Jan 1, 1977. Prefer
within walking distance of cam
pus Call now 298.9565.
FURNISHED 1 bdrm, CLEAN.
QUIET. 2 blocks from SJSU, 2nd
IS,,,, . 1 car stall Avail. Dec 1,
$155 nu, $100 dep (fully refund

able) Inquire 295-7513 (566 S
5th, No. 20).

personals
EXPERIENCE open friendly communication w "your peers in a
quiet warm atmosphere Drop by
the Peer Drop In Center, 3rd
floor, Student Union. Diablo
Room. It’s a friendly place to
relax and meet people, also
workshops, groups, referrals and
information. M. thur Thurs 10
am.- 7 p m., Friday 10-3 pm
Drop by soon.
NEED CURTAINS SEWN, no
pleats, 1 window, negotiate
payment, call Torn at 287-2272
anytime.
FLYING TO LA, Round Trip 835.
Leaving 11’25 morn., returning
11.’27 aft. Call Steve 298-1329.
BRAD, forget OSU and come out
and warm your . .
STUDENTS HAVE a 15% discount
on all plants anytime, at the
PLANTIOUE. 2395 So. Bascom
Ave., Campbell 371-7533. Open
Happy IBM Birthday BB! Try an
other year, you’ll make it.
Smokey
To the CROOK who stole my 10
speedbicycle from the 470 apts.
last week which I needed to oer
to and from work: I hope you get
run over by a Mack truck, and
BURN IN HELL forever, you
scumbug. Sincerely, D.M.
At
1/7

n.

loved one this holiday season
call Richard Mayer Photographer
at 2922667.
Let THE SECRETARY type your
thesis, term paper or report .
fast Er efficient IBM Correcting
Selectric Weekends also avail
able. 446-4928 Ask for Betty
TYPING 500 page w-’2 days notice
Overnight rush Ill. $1 page Call
293-2808.
DATES - CUMB out of your con
ner
meet someone exciting
Ouestionnaire discreetly sent in
unmarked envelope. Write
MATCHMAKER, P.O. Box
24698. San Jose, Ca. 95154

n.

stereos

SAVE THIS AD. Before you purchase costly stereo equipment.
check with us for discounts on
200 major brands of Audio. TV.
tape. car stereo, etc. Advice on
purchasing the Right gear the
first time with no hassles. We
manufacture a complete line of
Hi Fi speakers and blank recording tape sold wholesale to the
public Sounds Unique, 998
2693, Tues. - Sat 12-6
USED STEREO EQUIPMENT. We
buy Et sell used stereo equipment. REBUY HI,FI, 5023 Ste
yens Creek Blvd Santa Clara,
9E150344, T -F, 10-7. Sat 10-5
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS: You
must hear our 12 inch - 3 way
Mini Tower for $195. It’s sound Et
price can’t be beat. Super 10 inch
3 way
$90 Call Now KCK

Loudspeaker Systems 371 2048

1.

travel

CHARTER FLIGHTS winter and
spring to London from Oakland
Seats available for XMAS. $359,
3 or 4 weeks. Also Frankfurt from
L.A. from 4399 British European
Travel, 937 Saratoga Ave. San
Jose, 95129. Phone 446.5252.
CHARTER INFORMATION TO
NEW YORK . . CHICAGO.. .
EUROPE AT CHRISTMAS . .
MANY OTHER DESIGNATIONS
. . . YOUTH HOSTEL CARDS
. WORK ABROAD . .. STUDENT I.D. CARDS. . EURAIL
6 BRITRAIL PASSES ..
INTER -EUROPEAN FLIGHTS
. . INFORMATION TO ALL
PARTS OF THE WORLD ...
CONTACT THE STUDENT
TRAVEL CENTER IBARRACK
BEHIND MORRIS DAILEY)
MON. WED. Et THURS 1 p.m. -4
p.m. OR CALL ANYTIME
259-8356 The Student Travel
Center is sponsored by SJSU
Backpackers International Club
GOING ABROAD?? Chances are
you need appliances that operate
on 220 volt, 50 cycle We carry a
variety of 220 volt appliances
ARIS EXPORT CO 6419 Telegraph Ave Oak Ca 94609 Tel
415-654 4751
EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA Student
charter flights year round. ISCA
1609 Westwood Blvd No 103,
L.A. Calif. 90024 1213(826-5669,
926-0955.

SetViCeS

STUDENT Dental Plan - Enroll
"now". Applications and in
formation at Associated Students office or call 371-6811.
TYPING - IBM Selectee
253-3684
Pick up and Delivery
YOGA and Meditation Classes of
fared day and night. Yoga is a
merlel and physical discipline
the meditation practice is simple
and direct. The price is 20 dollars
for 30 classes of 2 hours each
Call now 292-WAVE San Jose.
TYPING. Term Papers.’
resumes,’ theses ’senior pro’
ects/letters. 754 page -and up.
Office near SJU. 2871611,
297-8612 19 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.) of
2821923 fall other hours). Ask
for Kitty Carte. North Valley
Secretarial Service.
thesis, term papers.
TYPING
etc , experienced and fast
Phone 2E9 8674
I hear you’ve fallen in love .. for
special music, chosen by you for
your wedding day, call 371 1877,
Skip Garcia, Balladeer. Music for
weddings, receptions, and private parties.
TYPING - IBM SEL. it, fast, at:
curate, exp. in Campbell bra
bon 267-3119 Nan
TYPING SERVICE. (Duality
work. Fast. Reasonable
rates South San Jose Ann
Huston. 578 3891
STUDENT RATESI Tern, papers,
Theses, Resumes, Stevens Creek
near kiely, 984 7503
QUAUTY IBM TYPING
PALO ALTO AREA
JOYCE ADAMS
329-0013
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY! Stuff
emelopes $50 per 100 Send
stamped wkliessed emelope to
A Rodriguez. 1212 E
St , San Jose. Calif 95116
Give a beeutiful color portratt to a

PUT IT
IN PRINT
If you hac something
special to say, put
it in Spartan Daily
Personals.

2 lines 1 day is 75C
2 lines 2 days is $1
to JC 208 between
9 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Come in

non confercrirl ,,dc only

-----------------10 met approx. 30 !Ones and spaces (or each line)

-- Classified 1;t;s- --------------Each-------------------One Two Three Four Five
day
days days days days
3 lines SI 50 2 00 725 740 750
4 lines
200 2 50 775 290 300
51,,,..
2 50 300 325 340 3 50
6 lines
3 00 3 50 3.75 390 4 00
Each additional line add.
50
50
50
50
50
Minimum Three Lines One Day
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tronat
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35
35
35
35
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Advisory board to mediate TV trouble5

Dispute between Gill, CMC to be arbitrated
By Forrest Killer
The Santa Clara County
Advisory Commission on
Consumer Affairs will act
as mediator in the dispute
between Gill Cable and the
Community Media Center
(CMC).
The dispute stemmed
from a complaint brought
against Gill Cable by the
CMC over the operation of
local public access television Channel 2B.
The complaint charges
Gill Industries owner and
President Allan T.
Gilliland with being
responsible for the closing
of the CMC in August and a
decline in public access
service to the community.
The CMC is funded and
operated by the community
under local ordinances.
David Axelrad, commission member, said,
Gilliland agreed to an informal meeting with one or
two members of the commission to outline his side
of the story after the commission threatened to
supoena him to testify
about the closing of the
CMC.
Re-opening desire
Meeting last Nov. 4,
Axelrad and commission
chairwoman Karen McClelland questioned Gilliland and at the end of the
meeting concluded, with

San Jose
kicks off
bicentennial
San Jose will celebrate
its 199th birthday with a
kickoff luncheon featuring
Mayor Janet Gray Hayes
as a speaker.
A.P. Hamann, chairman of the local Bicentennial Commission, and
Clyde Arbuckle, San Jose
historian, will also speak at
the luncheon to be held at
11:30 a.m., Monday, Nov.
29 in the Mediterranean
Room of the Hyatt House.

Gilliland’s approval, that
the commission should act
as a "mediator in the
dispute with a view toward
opening negotiations which
would lead to the reopening of the CMC,"
according to Axelrad.
"Gilliland indicated
that he would be willing to
accept the third party
mediation of the commission with the understanding that direct negotiations between himself
and the CMC would be his
goal," Axelrad said.
Rev. Barry Verdi,
representing the CMC and
a member of the SJSU New
College faculty, said that
the CMC was fully satisfied
with the commission as a
mediator.
It was agreed between
the CMC, Gilliland and the
commission that the CMC
make the first proposal for
reorganization and
guidance of the program
which Verdi said would be
ready by the first week of
December.
Stability needed
Gilliland said, according to Axelrad, that the
CMC proposal needed to
"assure stability in the
operation of CMC and
would assure adherence to
FCC rules and regulations."
Verdi said the proposal
would be designed to
"operate within the guidelines of FCC rules and local
ordinances and policies.
"We want to reestablish the media center
in accordance with the original agreement and make
re-adjustments to the
operating and control of the
center," Verdi said.
On Nov. 17 a sub-committee of the consumer
commission, decided to
pursue four goals in
alleviating the dispute.
"It was decided, first
of all, to pursue mediation
between the CMC and Gill
Cable TV inasmuch as the
committee is ill-equipped
to attempt to arrive at a
conclusive determination
of all the facts surrounding
the controversy," Axelrad

said.
"Second it was decided
that a formal opinion of
county counsel should be
obtained concerning the
jurisdiction of the commission to consider public
access performance of a
cable television franchise,
in order to fix clearly the
commission’s ability to
handle complaints of this
nature," he said.
FCC named
Gilliland has said that
the jurisdiction in this
dispute lies with the FCC.
The commission has
contended that as an operating body of the County
Board of Supervisors,
which licenses Gill Cable,
the jurisdiction lies with
the commission.
Thirdly, Axelrad said,
the committee "pending
receipt of county counsel’s
opinion, (that) the committee resolved to begin
accepting proposals of the
CMC to Gill Cable."
Besides the dispute with
the CMC, Gill Cable has
received a complaint from
the Senior Citizens Center
charging Gill Cable with
limiting senior citizen
discount rates and false
advertising of those
eligible for the rates.
As the fourth goal the
committee will "resolve to
ask that Consumer Affairs examine Gill Cable’s
advertising of the senior
rate discount plan to determine whether or not that
advertising makes a full
and fair disclosure to con-

sumers of all forms and Verdi and Hawks for makconditions of the rate ing Channel 2B work out
but said they took it upon
plan."
themselves to make CMC
Findings due
Progress reports on the decisions.
Rates rocket
committees findings will be
As a result, Gilliland
made at the next commission meeting in said, the center became financially unstable and
December.
Channel 28 was created rates to use the center were
in 1972 and in early 1973 raised from $25 to $45 per
Verdi was hired as a full four and a half hour
time public access director session. Verdi was ultiwith Gill Cable.
mately dismissed as the
After moving to a center’s director and new
separate location, with Gill directors were elected.
Cable contributing Melo served as director of
cameras and supplies, the the CMC.
During Melo’s term of
public access channel
expanded its activity. The office the center was shut
idea, proposed by Verdi down twice for failure to
and future CMC President pay rent, and the CMC was
Bob Hawks, was to "in a state of turmoil," said
separate CMC from Gill Gilliland. It was this
Industries and become a "state" that caused the
separate non-profit organi- dismissal of Melo by new
zation, according to directors after 60 days in
office.
Gilliland.
On the other hand,
Gilliland, according to
Axelrad, questioned the members of the CMC
legality of the arrangement charged that Melo was
"since it was his im- responsible for the CMC
pression that he could not closing down. Melo has
delegate his public access denied this.
In late Aug. a re-organiresponsibilities to an agent
zation of the CMC occurred
under FCC rules."
The FCC eventually with the hiring of another
gave its "go-ahead" on the group of directors; with Pat
separation, on an experi- Williams appointed coordinator.
mental basis.
As of June, 1975, the
Break-in charged
CMC began operating as an
Gilliland claims that
independent outfit until CMC board members
Aug. 15 when the center
was closed for reasons of
bankruptcy according to
the center’s director and
treasurer Joe Melo.
Gilliland complimented

Moderne
Drug Co.
Anthony D.Campagna, Jr.
Professional Pharmacists
Open
until

Midnight

2nd and Santa Clara Streets
San Jose Phone 998-8800

the CMC, and that special
personnel are only per.
mitted to use the public
access equipment. In ttu
CMC operation usage 01

"broke into" the CMC, at
one point after the center
was shut down, to conduct
some CMC business.
Coupled with its
financial woes Gilliland
said he felt it necessary to
"unilaterally enter the
CMC and recover $12,000 to
$15,000 of television equipment" which he claims he
owns. He said that the
equipment taken "was
clearly labeled and inventoried as belonging to Gill
Cable." At the same time
financial records were
removed from the CMC.
Gilliland admitted that
live programming is not
permitted on public access
television now and that
taping has to be conducted
during the business hours.
Gilliland also admitted
that equipment available in
the new studio is limited as
compared to that used b),

LOW COST
Auto
Insurance
for College Students
289-8681
CAMPUS INSURANCE
SAN JOSE
404 S -3rd St. (2nd floor, 3cd
& San Salvador)

Are you the Turkey?
Going home for Thanksgiving Empty Handed?
Bring Mom a plant from the. .

Planiari017

15% OFF ALL PLANTS Er SUPPLIES
NOV. 22, 23, 24
San Jose
555S. Bascom Ave.

1- COMPUTER DIAGNOSIS
ONLY $19

4 Cylinders
6 Cylinders
8 Cylinders

FOR tizik I
COMPUT ERIZED
AUTO TUNE-UP CENTER

$33
$36
$39

.nclude, pao s end 1.100.
Includes comps..., diagnosis and a duecl
piinloui copy Cl all les, tesull lo, you,
recoids

WHILE YOU WAIT

Usually lakes aboul 30 mmules
Guatanleed
nulTRIPI Oi

TWO COMPLETE
GUARANTEED SERVICES

.110n1IIS elptdieSS 01

.171-=3

510 E. Santa Clara at 11th Street
(408)292-7042
San Jose
Ooeii 7 day,

294 3312

1.111111.1.1.11111111.1111111.1111

11

2- ELECTRONIC TUNE-UP

No...in.-nen, needed

equipment was informal.
The CMC charges thal
by this means of operatior
a decline of public accesi
service has occurred.

Mor,

1 30am

S OUOrn

,a1

S.

8 30am

SPECIAL OFFER

FREE
OIL
CHANGE
OR 10 GALLONS
GAS
WITH COMPLETE TUNE-UP
WITH COUPON

INCLUDES UP TO
5 QUARTS PENNZOIL
AND FILTER

4j0Gprn

1111111.111111111111111111111111111111.11.1.11.11

rigor-

SUPER SCOTCH SALE!
Scifich.

90

REG. $2.79 EACH

14, ,

4 Eizil
*

MASTER 90
CASSETTE

LOW NOISE
DYNARANGE
90 MINUTES
SAVE $1.92

2 FOR $3.66

(NOW IN A C-BOX)
3m j

Scotch
MASTER

co

dllag

REG. $3.59 EACH

SAVE $2.52

2 FOR $4.66

THE LARGEST RECORD SELECTION IN THE KNOWN WORLD

OPEN TONITE
& EVERY NITE
TIL MIDNITE!
161111

4 1 Wilel

MASTER CHARGE
BANKAMERICARD
* CASH *
CAMPBELL * 1900 S. BASCOM (ACROSS FROM THE PRUNE YARD)

